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2000-2010R v Hughes (2000) 202 CLR 535 Casts doubt on constitutional validity of states conferring power on Commonwealth officers. (CLR available from Thomson LegalOnline) Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001 (Cth) An Act to provide for the Australian Securities and Investments Commission, a Corporations and Markets
Advisory Committee and certain other bodies, and for other purposes.Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) Superseded the Corporations Act 1989 (Cth) to become the legislation governing corporations today. Enacted following a reference of power by the states.State legislation referring corporations power to the CommonwealthMajor Amendments to the
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)Improved auditing standards in various ways.Corporations Legislation Amendment (Simpler Regulatory System) Act 2007 (Cth)Amended the regulation of financial services, company reporting obligations, and capital raising by companies.Corporations (NZ Closer Economic Relations) and Other Legislation Amendment Act
2007 (Cth)Provided for mutual recognition of securities offerings in Australia and New Zealand.Corporations Amendment (Short Selling) Act 2008 (Cth)Amended the regulation of short selling.Corporations Amendment (No. 1) Act 2009 (Cth)Amended the provisions of the Corporations Act dealing with disqualification from managing
companies.Corporations Amendment (Improving Accountability on Termination Payments) Act 2009 (Cth)Strengthened the regulatory framework for termination payments paid to directors and executives.Corporations Legislation Amendment (Financial Services Modernisation) Act 2009 (Cth)Included margin loans as a financial product for the
purposes of Ch 7 of the Corporations Act, transferred the regulation of trustee companies from the states and territories to the Commonwealth, and made ASIC the regulator of trustee companies, and amended the regulation of debentures.Corporations Amendment (No 1) Act 2010 (Cth)Amended access to company registers including the register of
members and increased the penalties for criminal breaches of the insider trading and market misconduct provisions.Corporations Amendment (Financial Market Supervision) Act 2010 (Cth)Made ASIC responsible for supervising trading on financial markets which have a domestic Australian market licence.Corporations Amendment (Corporate
Reporting Reform) Act 2010 (Cth)Introduced a new reporting framework for companies limited by guarantee and a new test for when a company can pay a dividend.The Companies Act 1961 (Vic) was repealed on 10 February 2010 by s 3 (sch 1) of the Legislative Reform (Repeals No 5) Act 2010 (Vic).Corporations Amendment (Sons of Gwalia) Act
2010 (Cth)Reversed the decision of the High Court of Australia in Sons of Gwalia Ltd v Margaretic (2007) 231 CLR 160.Corporations Amendment (Improving Accountability on Director and Executive Remuneration) Act 2011 (Cth)Strengthened the non-binding vote on the remuneration report and introduced other changes to the regulation of
remuneration. 16.08.2010 16.122 Section 168 of the Corporations Act requires companies and registered schemes to maintain a register of members and, if relevant, a register of option holders and a register of debenture holders. Section 169 of the Act requires a register of members to contain certain details, including the member’s name and
address, the date on which the member’s name was entered on the register, as well as other details, such as the shares held by each member.16.123 Under ss 173 and 174 of the Corporations Act, companies, registered schemes and persons who maintain registers on behalf of companies and registered schemes must allow anyone to inspect these
registers. These sections are examples of provisions that require or authorise the disclosure of information for the purposes of the Privacy Act. It is unlikely, therefore, that compliance with the Corporations Act requirements would breach NPP 2.16.124 Section 177 of the Corporations Act provides that it is a criminal offence to use information about a
person obtained from a register to contact or send material to the person, or to disclose information obtained from a register knowing that the information is likely to be used to contact or send material to the person. An exception to that rule is where the use of the information is connected with the membership, or approved by the company.
[173]16.125 Link Market Service submitted that the provisions relating to access to registers under the Corporations Act are contrary to the NPPs.[174] It noted that, under the Privacy Act, a company that maintains a members’ register cannot provide personal information except for the primary purpose of managing a members’ register, and yet
under the Corporations Act it is able to disclose information that would not usually be disclosed.Practically we cannot, for example, disclose information to a shareholder that calls in without providing their unique identifier (their Securityholder Reference Number) but can allow access to a register to a member of [the] public if they visit our offices to
a view a register (in this process they can see a specific individual’s holding balance).[175]16.126 In IMF (Australia) Ltd v Sons Of Gwalia Ltd,[176]however,French J made the following comment about the relationship between s 177 of the Corporations Act and the Privacy Act:Section 177 is designed to protect the privacy of shareholders by limiting
the use to which information about them may be put. By way of example, which is given in a note to the section, the use of information on the register for the direct marketing of goods or services, would fall within the prohibition. The prohibition in s 177 is consistent with the National Privacy Principles set out in Schedule 3 of the Privacy Act 1988
(Cth).It appears reasonably clear from its terms that the purpose of s 177 is to protect the privacy of shareholders by limiting permitted uses of information obtained from the register about them. The section would not permit the use of information on the register for direct marketing to shareholders of goods and services unrelated to their status as
shareholders and it may be the case that even company approval of the use of information on the register will be constrained by the National Privacy Principles to which reference has already been made.[177]16.127 Particular concerns have also been raised about the personal information held by mutual entities, such as credit unions. It has been
argued that the personal information on a credit union’s member register is more detailed and revealing than information on an ordinary company register,[178] and that access to this information will encourage misuse of this information.[179] Amendments have been made to the Corporations Regulations 2001 (Cth) to deal with this issue.[180]
Regulation 12.8.06 of the Corporations Regulations allows mutual entities to:have a separate register of ‘member shares’ being the shares which are issued by them to their customers;require the party seeking access to agree in writing that the information about members which is gained will be divulged only to certain named persons and used only
for certain specified purposes; andrefuse access if it is not satisfied that access is being sought by a member who intends to call a meeting of members, or for another purpose approved by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC).16.128Further, the Corporations Amendment Regulations 2007 (No 9) (Cth) provide that when a
person seeks access to a register of members of certain body corporates (a credit union, credit society and building society) and the person has given a statutory declaration in relation to the use of that information and paid the reasonable costs of contacting the members, or sending material to the members, the body corporate must do everything
that is reasonably possible to arrange for the members to be contacted, or for the material to be sent to the members, on the person’s behalf by a third party service provider nominated by the body corporate.[181]16.129 In IP 31, the ALRC asked whether it was appropriate that the disclosure of a shareholder’s personal details in a register of
members, register of debenture holders or a register of option holders under the Corporations Act is a disclosure of personal information that is permitted for the purposes of NPP 2.[182] Stakeholders’ views were canvassed in detail in DP 72.[183] The ALRC reached the preliminary view that the Corporations Act provides significant protection of
personal information held on a register and that the current level of protection strikes an appropriate balance between the competing interests at play. The ALRC also noted that the member registers of mutuals, such as credit unions, receive extra protection under the Corporations Regulations. Accordingly, the ALRC did not make a proposal in
relation to the Corporations Act in DP 72.Submissions and consultations16.130 Only two submissions were received on this issue in response to DP 72. The OPC noted that the handling of personal information held in public registers for the purposes of the Corporations Act provided a specific example of a more general issue—that is, ‘finding the
appropriate balance in granting access to, and setting limits upon the subsequent use of, information held on public registers’.[184] The OPC submitted that the availability of personal information held in public registers has been the subject of complaints and enquiries, but recognised the public policy objectives behind making such information
publicly available. It argued:The balance between maintaining the privacy of this information and meeting the important public policy objectives might be better achieved by more narrowly specifying in the Corporations Act the purposes for which such information may be used, particularly in regard to shareholder registers.[185] 16.131 The OPC
offered in-principle support for the idea of using trusted third-party ‘clearing houses’ to manage contact between individuals on registers and third parties. In the OPC’s view, avoiding the need to provide personal information directly to the requesting party would address the risk that the information may be misused or mishandled.It noted that the
Corporations Amendment Regulation 2007 (No 9) would provide for such a mechanism.[186] 16.132 The Australian Government Treasury noted, however, that the underlying rationale for providing access to registers of members was to facilitate ‘informed dealings by members and prospective members, and other stakeholders’.[187] The Treasury
argued, in relation to members, that ‘public access to the register promotes effective participation in the key democratic processes in a company’ and that restricting public access to the register could lead to ‘underperformance and reduced market efficiency’. The Treasury also stressed the need for members of the public interested in acquiring
shares in a company (for example, through a takeover offer) to be able to find out the identity of the present owners of a company.[188] 16.133 The Treasury disagreed with the OPC’s suggestion that the provisions of the Corporations Regulations limiting access to registers of members of mutuals should be extended to all companies.[189] The
limitations on access to the registers of members of mutuals are adapted to the special circumstances surrounding membership of such institutions. Some mutuals have a customer base concentrated in security sensitive areas such as the defence and police forces. Provisions of the Banking Act 1959 prevent customers of financial institutions from
using a non-residential address when opening an account. Members of companies other than mutual financial institutions have the options [sic] of specifying a non-residential address, such as a post office box, to the extent that they have concerns about their personal security…The limitations on access to registers of members of mutuals may have an
adverse effect on the accountability of the management of those bodies to their members. In the case of mutuals, that disadvantage is outweighed by the need to ensure the personal security of members. In our view extension of similar limitations to all companies would have significant costs that would not be justified by the benefits of such a
regulatory intervention. [190] ALRC’s view16.134 The ALRC does not make a recommendation in relation to the use and disclosure of personal information held on a register of members. The Corporations Act provides significant protection for personal information held on a register. These protections strike an appropriate balance between the right
of the public to know about, and use, information from a register, and the policy that shareholders should be free from undue intrusion from the use of such information. The ALRC also notes that the member registers of mutuals, such as credit unions, receive extra protection under the Corporations Regulations. They will receive further protection if
the Corporations Amendment Regulations 2007 (No 9) come into effect.16.135 The Privacy Act also provides some protection for personal information held on a register of members.[191] For example, under the current law, the collection by an organisation of information from a register is subject to NPP 1. Personal information included on a register
is subject to the data-quality requirements of NPP 3. Such protection will continue under the model UPPs. The application of the Privacy Act to publicly available information is discussed further in Chapter 11.
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